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ABSTRACT
Cyber security has become a major issue in nuclear facilities recently due to obsolescence of
existing analog system and increasing the use of digital system for instrumentation and control
(I&C) system. There are several cases which are similar to cyber-attacks in nuclear facilities such
as Davis-Besse NPP, Browns Ferry NPP, Hatch NPP, Natanz Nuclear Facility, and Monju NPP.
Since the cyber-attack called ‘Stuxnet’ occurred to a Natanz Nuclear Facility at 2010, the
regulatory agencies have developed regulatory guidance for cyber security of nuclear facilities. In
this paper, we will propose a methodology on cyber security evaluation in nuclear facilities
considering I&C architecture. We will introduce the cyber security evaluation model for I&C
system with Bayesian Belief Network (BBN). The cyber security evaluation model for nuclear
facilities consists of I&C architecture, cyber threat such as malicious activity of attacker, and
mitigation measure against malicious activity. In order to make benchmark model with I&C
architecture, cyber threat, and mitigation measure, the likelihood and consequence concepts are
used as prior information to the model. Bayesian update can be used to evaluate the cyber security
for nuclear facility by calculating posterior information and comparing between prior information
and posterior information with the model. Moreover, we will propose the methodology on
application of the cyber security to existing PSA by using the cyber security evaluation model with
BBN. It presents quantitative information for cyber security against cyber-attack and it is helpful
to communicate between licensee and regulator on nuclear facilities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear facilities are one of the fundamental critical infrastructures to handle huge amount of energy.
Since it could cause a dangerous accident in the case of any accident, the most important thing is to
protect the nuclear facility from any risk. Cyber security has become a significant issue in nuclear
facilities recently. The reasons are not only increasing international scale organized terrorism activities,
but digital system application to nuclear power plants (NPP) that used to be managed with analogue
systems. There are several cases of actual cyber-attacks in nuclear facilities such as Davis-Besse NPP,
Browns Ferry NPP, Hatch NPP, Natanz Nuclear Facility, and Monju NPP [1]. The Davis-Besse NPP had
an accident in 2003. The power plant operators could not access its security parameter display system for
about 5 hours. The plant had a firewall to protect itself from external networks but malicious traffic was
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created via infected slammer worm through business consultant network to disturb the instrumentation
and control (I&C) network. This was an example demonstrating that nuclear power plants can be a target
of cyber-attack. Browns Ferry NPP experienced excessive traffic generation which led to failure and
unavailability of programmable logic controller (PLC) in 2006. Then the unit 3 of the NPP was manually
stopped due to the I&C system failure. Though the PLC failure is not a cyber-attack, this accident still
indicates that one single digital component could shut down the entire I&C system via its connection. The
unit 2 of Hatch NPP was shut down automatically in 2008. The incidence happened after an operator
updated the computer software in the enterprise network. The software recognized the I&C network data
reset as an emergency incident when the I&C system was rebooted. The accident also demonstrates that a
small change in digital system could impact the power plant as a whole. Iranian Natanz Nuclear Facility
had an accident which occurred to destruct almost 1,000 centrifuges due to Stuxnet in 2010. Stuxnet was
infected via a Universal Serial Bus (USB) and attacked the PLCs which are not connection with the
enterprise network. Commonly, Stuxnet is known as a threat targeting a specific facility like Iranian
Natanz Nuclear Facility. This example shows that Stuxnet can target nuclear power plants so they should
be prepared to respond against cyber terrorist attacks. Monju NPP had a malware infection incident which
disclosed confidential information, showing the fact that NPP confidentiality could be damaged via
malware attack in 2014. Because of the security incidents occurring to NPPs such as security accidents,
nuclear regulatory agencies have published regulatory guidelines for nuclear facilities to help them to be
prepared for the threat of cyber-attack [2, 3]. The Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is used to
quantitatively assess the safety of nuclear facilities with event tree (ET) and fault tree (FT). However, it is
difficult to express them as an independent FT against cyber-attack.
In this study, we propose a methodology on cyber security evaluation in nuclear facilities considering
I&C architecture in order to enhance the nuclear facility cyber security. We will introduce the cyber
security evaluation model for I&C system with Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) and propose the
methodology on nuclear facility safety evaluation including cyber security as well as the existing ET.

2

METHODOLOGY

Generally, the PSA method is used to evaluate for safety of nuclear facilities. However, it is not easy
to express cyber security of the nuclear facilities as quantitative value under the PSA method. It is hard to
be quantified and expressed into one single independent set of fault tree because cyber-attacks are
malicious behavior of hackers. In this study, we introduce a cyber security evaluation model which can
express cyber-attacks as quantitative value considering the I&C system of nuclear facilities and propose a
methodology on cyber security evaluation on nuclear facilities, which is included into the existing PSA
method, with BBN.

2.1 Cyber Security Evaluation Model with BBN
Reactor protection system (RPS) is selected as a target I&C system to establish a model which is
capable of evaluating cyber security for nuclear facilities. RPS consists of simple components as well as
critical safety system for safety of nuclear facilities. In order to demonstrate the model, the situation in
this study is assumed that reactor trip does not happen on timely manner due to RPS malfunction when
nuclear facilities is facing abnormal situation by cyber-attack. The cyber security evaluation model
consists of cyber security architecture model which represents the target I&C system structure and cyber
security activity-quality model which can evaluates how well a nuclear facility follows the cyber security
guidelines presented by regulatory organization [4]. The cyber security architecture model and cyber
security activity-quality model are introduced in 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. We explain the methods of setting the
node-to-node connection and node probability table (NPT) value in BBN model of the “Agena Risk” in
2.1.3.
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2.1.1 Cyber security architecture model
Cyber security architecture model represents the target I&C system architecture. In this study, the
target I&C system is selected RPS closely related to safety in whole I&C system. One channel of RPS
consists of 4 components such as bi-stable processor (BP), coincidence processor (CP), interface and test
processor (ITP), and maintenance and test processor (MTP). This is structured as follows [5].

Figure 1. RPS on a single channel.

The RPS on a single channel as shown in Fig. 1 can have 3 or 4 channels depending upon the RPS
structure of analysis target. For instance, NPPs can generally have 4 channels and the 2-out-of-4 structure
while research reactors can have 3 channels and the 2-out-of-3 structure.
After drawing the target I&C system into BBN model, cyber threat (CT) and mitigation measure
(MM) are added to the model. CT represents the activity of hacker such as cyber threat for cyber-attack to
vulnerability (V) of cyber security. The CT was defined by 6 factors by referring to a previous study on
cyber security for nuclear facilities which was conducted by another research team. The 6 factors of CT
are network scan, local exploit to escalate privilege, denial of service (DoS) attack, packet modification,
illegal command execution, and processor resource exhaust attack [6]. The MM are 4 factors such as
network monitoring, host monitoring, encryption, and access control which mitigates the risk against CT.
CT is determined according to malicious activity. In order to reflect cyber security vulnerabilities in the
cyber security architecture model, each CT characteristic is analyzed along with RPS component
characteristic in order to do the mapping between component and vulnerability. For instance, DoS attack
should be considered in BP, CP, and ITP. It is possible that DoS attack interrupts BP or CP in generating
trip signal or it disturbs ITP when ITP recognize trip situation at main control room. In such a manner,
network scan, local exploit to escalate privilege, packet modification, and illegal command execution can
be mapped with BP, CP, MTP, and ITP and processor resource exhaust attack is mapped with ITP.
The CT was separated into indirect CT for collecting information to perform cyber-attack and direct
CT for execution cyber-attack directly. In consideration of the research reactor structure of 2-out-of-3, the
RPS cyber security architecture model can represent as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. For example about cyber security architecture model.

2.1.2 Cyber security activity-quality model
Nuclear regulatory agencies have published regulatory guidelines for cyber security of nuclear
facilities to help them prevent a cyber-attack. Implementing such cyber security regulatory guidelines is
closely related to mitigation measure that lowers cyber-attack dangerousness as mentioned in 2.1.1. The
Korea Institute of Nuclear Nonproliferation and Control (KINAC) published cyber security regulatory
guidelines in 2014 and proposed the 101 check-lists (CL) [2]. The check-lists consist of technological
security measures (CL_T), operational security measure (CL_O) and managerial security measure
(CL_M). They present a list to check for cyber security about system and personnel. The 101 check-lists
are linked to mitigation measure to for an upper-level node with impact on mitigation measure in the
BBN model. In order to establish a cyber security activity-quality model capable of evaluating the level of
regulatory guideline implementation of nuclear facility by combining the check-lists and mitigation
measures in the BBN model, potential impacts of each checklist on mitigation measure were analyzed in
consideration of the relationship between each checklist and mitigation measure. The 101 checklists in the
3 higher groups of CL_T, CL_O, and CL_M, were liked to MM considering relationship between checklists and MM as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Flowchart between cyber security check-list and mitigation measure.

2.1.3 Development of the cyber security evaluation model
The BBN model which consists of cyber security architecture model and cyber security activityquality model needs prior information on each node and NPT values to represent the relationship between
nodes [7]. After deciding the prior information and NPT values, the posterior information can be
calculated with some certain evidence by using Bayesian update. In order to make NPT which is node-tonode relationship expressed as arc in the BBN models, it should determine the two types NPT values such
as NPT about relationship between vulnerability and component for cyber security architecture model and
NPT about relationship between mitigation measure and check-lists for cyber security activity-quality
model.
In the cyber security architecture model, formula on risk such as the Eq. (1) was employed;
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 = 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 × 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡

(1)

Likelihood could be the basic value constituting the prior information of uppermost nodes which is
CT in the cyber security architecture model. Impact is used as a value constituting NPT between upper
node and lower node. From the perspective of cyber security for nuclear facility, likelihood consists of
attacker’s technology, access opportunity for attack, possibility of analysis for vulnerability and
penetration detection likelihood. Impact includes availability, integrity, confidentiality and safety impact
[8].
To set a likelihood value as prior information of CT, the likelihood of CT is evaluated from 4 factor of
likelihood considering each component.
The mean and variation of likelihood for CT are calculated with the evaluation values by using the
Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). The mean and variation value are used to determine the likelihood of CT.

𝐿𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
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(3)

where, “L Mean ” in Eq. (2) is the mean value for likelihood of malicious activity, i and c are the number of
component related likelihood for malicious activity and j is 4 factors of likelihood. For instance, since
DoS attack which is one of malicious activities, occurs to BP, CP and ITP, the number of c is determined
by 3 when the mean of likelihood for DoS attack is calculated. “L Var ” in Eq. (3) means variance of
likelihood for each malicious activity.
Impact represents a possibility about impact of cyber-attack for node (or component) due to CT.
There are 6 evaluation items such as 2 availability factors (I1, I2); 1 integrity factor (I3); 2 confidentiality
factors (I4, I5); and 1 weighting factor (W) for impact to nuclear facilities from cyber-attack about
availability, integrity and confidentiality. By utilizing the items, weight value of inter-node NPT is
determined. I1 is the availability impact on node itself against cyber-attack, I2 is the availability impact
on between attacked node and other node or other system against cyber-attack, I3 is the impact on forging
information of node against cyber-attack, I4 is the impact on exposure information for node or system by
cyber-attack, I5 is the impact on exposure information for information and control system and W i is a
nuclear facility impact on safety such as reactor core melt or trip by cyber-attack. Impact calculation for
one component is as follows;
1.

Analyze CT characteristics and grant one attribute among availability (A), integrity (I), and
confidentiality (C).

2.

Evaluate the component impact by considering each CT event.

3.

Recalculate impact factors with 3 characteristic factors (availability (Im A ), integrity (Im I ),
confidentiality (Im C )) for CT through the Eq. (4), (5), and (6).
𝐼𝑚𝐴 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒(𝐼1, 𝐼2) = 𝐼𝑚1

(4)

𝐼𝑚𝐶 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒(𝐼4, 𝐼5) = 𝐼𝑚3

(6)

𝐼𝑚𝐼 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒(𝐼3) = 𝐼𝑚2

(5)

4.

Here, impacts of cyber-attack from availability, integrity, and confidentiality represent as
Im1, Im2, and Im3.

5.

Consider safety impact factor W as one weight factor according to CT classification and
calculate component-specific impact as in the Eq. (7).

CTk =
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6.

Here, ‘CT k ’ means the impact of malicious activity ‘k’ such as DoS. ‘i’ means characteristic
number for CT such as availability, integrity, and confidentiality as mentioned above (4), (5),
and (6) equations .

7.

Moreover, in the BBN model, inter-component impact is assumed to be 1 and 1.5 depending
upon function.

In the cyber security activity-quality model, input value for NPT uses the expert value. The expert
value is obtained from security experts and I&C experts for nuclear facility by survey to evaluate the
check-lists and mitigation measures. Then the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method is run to calculate
quantified values for relationship between check-lists and mitigation measures. The cyber security
evaluation model on nuclear facilities is considered as a benchmark model with prior information and
NPT value. By giving some evidence such as occurrence of a malicious activity, the model can help
penetration test with assuming some scenarios or graded approach for check-lists for cyber security
regulatory guideline on nuclear facilities by comparing benchmark model.

2.2 Methodology on Cyber Security Evaluation
The existing level 1PSA is used to analyze the core damage frequency (CDF) for nuclear facilities
without considering cyber-attack. In this study, methodology on cyber security evaluation on nuclear
facilities considering I&C architecture is proposed to perform the level 1 PSA with cyber security risk.

2.2.1 Cyber security evaluation with PSA concepts
Figures and tables should appear as closely as possible to where they are first cited, e.g.
Fig. 1, PSA is utilized in the safety analysis for nuclear facilities and it consists of event tree to analyze
the sequence of an incident and fault tree to analyze causes of failure for each system [9]. In order to
include the cyber security into existing CDF analysis, the methodology proposes that a failure mode,
caused by cyber-attack, adds to existing fault tree as a new basic event by using cyber security evaluation
model on nuclear facilities. It is possible to analysis CDF analysis including cyber security as well as
existing CDF analysis. The methodology for cyber security evaluation is as follows;
1. The ET and FT analysis perform to find some events which are related with digital I&C system
and affected from cyber-attack.
2. The finding event, related cyber-attack, represents a new basic event of FT as a failure mode for
cyber-attack.
3. Input value of new basic event related cyber-attack is determined by the benchmark model from
the proposed cyber security evaluation model on nuclear facilities
4. In order to compare CDF values between without assuming cyber-attack occurs to target I&C
system and with cyber-attack occurs to target I&C system, the level 1 PSA is calculated with
different value at the new basic event by using posterior information and Bayesian update from
the cyber security evaluation model with evidence assuming cyber-attack occurs to target I&C
system.
For instance, the high pressure safety injection system (HPSIS) is selected as related event with cyber
security against RPS cyber-attack from an event tree with anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) as
initiating event since cyber-attack can influence reactor trip function or some safety system operated by
engineering safety features actuation system (ESFAS) signal from RPS [10]. It is possible to add a new
basic event related failure of digital I&C system to FT of HPSIS. The value of benchmark model and
value of cyber security evaluation model assuming RPS accident scenario by cyber-attack applies to the
NPIC&HMIT 2017, San Francisco, CA, June 11-15, 2017
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new basic event with posterior information based on the BBN. The difference in CDF values compares to
analyze the impact of an assumed cyber-attack scenario on CDF of nuclear facilities.

3

CONCLUSIONS

We introduced cyber security evaluation model and proposed a methodology on cyber security
evaluation for nuclear facilities with PSA concepts in order to establish the cyber security evaluation of
nuclear facilities. The cyber security evaluation mode is capable of comprehensively analyzing the I&C
system of analysis target by utilizing the BBN as well as the check-list of cyber security-related
regulatory guidelines to be implemented for cyber security. Cyber security evaluation can be implemented
by adding this model to the frequently-utilized PSA method for nuclear security as suggested in this study
to evaluate not only the existing safety aspects but also the cyber security aspect as well. The BBN-based
cyber security model is expected to analyze diverse cyber-attack dangerousness by analyzing changed
CDF values in terms of prior information and posterior information provided with this model. Moreover,
as the model also includes cyber regulatory guidelines, it can inform which set of regulatory guidelines
would be more helpful in improving nuclear facility cyber security regarding cyber-attack scenarios with
greater impact on CDF.
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